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For the first time in history, more than half the world’s people live in cities.  

Over 90 percent of urban growth is occurring in the developing world, adding an estimated 
70 million new residents to urban areas each year. 

This is coupled with estimates that about 1/3 of the world’s population 
are slum dwellers.

1 milliard of people on the planet lived in slums in 2008 and forecasts 
are two milliards for 2030.
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In developing country, activities in the city attract more 
and more people but the process of urbanization 
of this cities is not proper to host all of them. The 
cities, futures megapole developped hypercenters 
but didn’t mind about suburb. The reason why slums 
progressed and are growing up more and more. And 
in the big cities of South Asia, the development of the 
slum is so important than the slum start to grow up in 
the center of the city but without infrastructure. 

So today, Population of supposed’s megapoles of 
tomorrow is more and more poor and without any 
system and infrastructure. 

We have to act quickly, in emergency, but for a long 
time, for a sustainable city. To think the house to 
change the city.

CHANGE

We choose to work in Tondo, a famous slum in Manila 
city in philippines because it is a city becoming 
the most populated in the world but also the more 
poor. This dark contrast have to be reduce. Also, 
with the recent events, we can see that the slum 
dwellers, more than live in poor conditions, are the 
first vulnerable in case of disaster.

LOCATION

Manila Informations 

• capital of philipines   
• 38.55 km2  (14.88 sq mi) 
• 1,652,171 hab           • 2,5% new urban 
people/Year
• Density 42,858/km2



CONCEPT

Our proposition of House for change is a common 
House which the aim is to offer spaces to Tondo’s 
habitants to develop activities. 

This house is a pole. A center in the slum for activities, 
meetings, education with working space, kitchen, 
bathroom and playground which offer a little bit of 
comfort to tondo’s habitants. 

But in this project, this house is considerate as a 
machine which produce activities and projects. And 
this machine is manage by tondo’s habitants.

Our first question was ; how to act in emergency but 
for a strong and sustainable development ?

We thought that rebuild all slums villages in a short 
time is impossible. Because of the time and because 
of the money. So we started to think local, analysing 
tondo’s habitants life and to reflect how to generate 
a Global project with local actions and local people. 

Act Locally. Think Globally.
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RECYCLE

COLLABORATION

Almost everywhere associations and voluntary groups make some actions 
to help the slum dwellers. We repaired a lot in Tondo and the collaboration 
with them is necessary to progress stronger together for Change. 
1 / Pasig River Watch is a project to clean the Pasig river, principal 
river in Tondo, full of trashs, to bring hygienne in the slum.
Gina lopez, figure of the government, is on a mission to clear water in 
the slum and bring the rivers back to life. The project employed local 
habitants of Tondo’s slum to dig earth to conduit affluent, clear the slum 
and maintain the order. (Called «the locals warriors»). They did it from 
2009 to 2011. And in two years, the evolution was considerable.

3 / Design with trash. Briton Jane 
Walker is involved in lot a project 
is Tondo’s slum like creation of 
a Factory to design Bags with 
trash, teaching class to children 
and other activities. We considare 
this kind of project to developp 
recucle of trash, educaction and 
job for Tondo’s habitants.

2 / City service. Actually employed 
of Manila city bring some water 
in Tondo’s slums. Our project 
include, like in the recycle system 
above, to create a strong system 
of trash recolt from the city, after 
the selection of the trash to reuse 
for the new slums. 

4 / Life Project Center Tondo 
is a center in Tondo where two 
programs «Aurora team» and 
«3S team» manage English 
Lesson, Business Lesson and 
other classes to help Tondo’s 
youth to study. They also manage 
manual activities or cultural 
project. We suppose to propose 
them spaces in the houses or to 
follow this exemple for education 
in the house.

The trash are a several problem is 
Tondo and in slum in general. We 
believe that it can be use and think 
like a potential ressource for the 
renewal city. This consist to study 
really well the recycle system to 
explore that we can do with. Today, 
there are already projects about it 
(See the «Collaboration»projects 
bellow). We think about offer a 
place to collect and select trash in 
the House and also a place to study 
the new kind and technical reuse of 
it.
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SKETCHES


